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About SANA isatis kavir

SANA isatis kavir is exclusive representative of PFIFFNER  
company in Iran for Medium instrument transformers.  

Unfortunately, there is not  any high-quality MV 
instrument  transformers  manufacturer in Iran. This 
caused us to start a business with a global company.

After  many researches and meetings, we signed a co-
operation agreement with Pfiffner Switzerland. On the 
other hand, Siemens Germany  as one of the best global 
company in power and energy suggested us. Now, Pfiffner 
is the leader of instrument transformers  manufacturer in 
the world.

We believe that Iran market in high and medium market 
need these transformers. This market is a strategic market 
and  quality is the most important  parameter for that.
Our customer’s success is our final goal. 

SANA  is located in Yazd and we are going to manufacture 
these transformers in Iran in the near future.



Current and voltage
are our passion

Many years of experience, comprehensive expertise, 
international market presence and the desire 
to continuously develop our products; these aspects 
make us an efficient and solution-orientated partner. 



«We have developed from simple origins. 
Emil Pfiffner founded the company more 
than 80 years ago. Full of ideas and inno-
vative energy but with little commercial 
expertise, he was operating in a difficult 
economic and political environment. My 
father was his first apprentice, and after 25 
years he became the managing director of 
the company, a role that he then conferred 
upon me 35 years later. 

As the smallest of six Swiss instrument 
transformer companies, we were in a con-
stant battle for survival. This shaped us and 
gave us the capacity to keep going in the 
face of subsequent international competi-
tion. With a flair for recognising opportuni-
ties and using them, we developed into an 
internationally active, medium-sized com-
pany. 

Despite strong growth, a modern infra-
structure and a group turnover of more 
than CHF 100 million, the original spirit of 
enterprise continues. We want to remain a 
simple and modest but above all, an inno-
vative and efficient organisation. Thanks to 
our customers, suppliers and staff we are 
taking an optimistic view of the future.»

Fritz Hunziker 
President PFIFFNER Holding Ltd

An optimistic 
view of 
the future



PFIFFNER 
Instrument Transformers Ltd

MGC Moser-Glaser Ltd

PFIFFNER Instrument Transformers Ltd is the only 

instrument transformer manufacturer in Switzer-

land today. Large companies have stopped produ-

cing instrument transformers or relocated abroad. 

We were the smallest Swiss instrument transformer 

company in the 1990s, and we began to direct our 

activities consistently towards international mar-

kets. In 2001 we took over our stricken competitor,  

Moser-Glaser. In 2004 PFIFFNER Transformatör Ltd 

was set up in Ankara. Other stages of expansion: In 

2006 PFIFFNER do Brasil Ltd was set up and in 2010, 

PFIFFNER Deutschland Ltd. 

The PFIFFNER product range includes all current 

and voltage transformers, from low voltage up to 

the 550   kV high voltage level, from a few amps up 

to 50   000   amps in the giant power stations. We use 

the most up-to-date cast resins, oilpaper and SF6 as 

dielectric medium. 

Besides inductive instrument transformers we also 

offer capacitive voltage transformers. PFIFFNER has 

become a full-service provider of instrument trans-

formers. 

The company was founded in 1914 by Messrs. Ernst 

Moser and Emil Glaser in Basel. As a manufacturer 

of instrument transformers, distribution transfor-

mers and a pioneer in the application of cast resin 

insulated medium voltage instrument transfor-

mers, in the 1950s, 60s and 70s, Moser-Glaser was 

one of the traditional medium-sized companies in 

Swiss electrical engineering. 

In the 1980s and 90s, the company made great 

efforts to find new areas of activity, however, this 

became a threat to the company’s existence. Un-

der new ownership from 2001, it could once again 

face the future with renewed energy and in 2004 

it moved into new premises in Kaiseraugst. Success 

was achieved by concentrating on the well-known 

DURESCA busbars, based on RIP technology deve-

loped by the company in 1958. Its entry into the 

transformer bushings business opened up an in-

teresting new branch of the enterprise. Thanks to 

its modern infrastructure and motivated emplo-

yees MGC Moser-Glaser Ltd is recapturing its for-

mer auspicious past.
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Our customers

PFIFFNER is active in the field of energy distribution on a 
worldwide basis. As a full-service supplier of instrument 
transformers we manufacture special transformers for all 
measurement functions that are needed in low, medium and 
high-voltage electrical mains systems. Instrument transformers 
are used for making measurements in systems for the protection 
of the electricity mains as well as in metering for the billing of 
electrical power. Our products enjoy the reputation of being 
maintenance-free, successfully combining high levels of quality 
and safety and of having a long service life.
Our customers are worldwide leading suppliers in the fields of 
power generation, power transmission and power distribution as 
well as those operating substations, the energy industry in 
general through to manufacturers of low-voltage switchgear.
Many years of experience, comprehensive know-how, presence 
on international markets and a passion for the permanent further 
development of our products make us an effective and solution-
oriented partner. With more than 80 years of experience, 
PFIFFNER is well prepared to face the increasing challenges 
placed by the energy market.



Our values 
We believe in Switzerland and Germany as locations that are centres of excellence for deve-
lopment and production, and the manufacturing facilities in Turkey and Brazil for the local 
markets.
We are convinced that sincerity, innovation and performance are the building blocks for 
lasting success. 
We take our responsibility as an employer and industrial enterprise seriously – our success 
is based on committed staff.
We offer good working conditions and expect high levels of motivation from our emplo-
yees. These features set us apart and form the basis of our partnership relationships with 
customers and suppliers.

Our vision
We aim to be the first point of contact for precise, safe and long-lasting instrument trans-
formers, busbars and bushings. 

Swiss quality from development to delivery 

High manufacturing penetration – all key processes carried out in-house 

Many years of experience – high level of expertise 

High-quality raw products and semi-finished products from reputable suppliers 

Partnership with customers and suppliers 

What we stand for



PFIFFNER has been producing
 instrument transformers for more
than 80 years. The devices perform
their tasks in electric plant – day
and night, summer and winter. 
Our instrument transformers meet
the requirements of the interna-
tional customers and are designed
for a service life of 40 years.

Our medium-voltage instrument
transformers are encapsulated under
vacuum with epoxy resin. At operat-
ing voltage they are free from partial
discharges and guarantee long-
term and safe operation. The instru-
ment transformers can be officially
calibrated in our certified laboratories 
to meet customer requirements.

Medium voltage 
instrument transformers



Voltage transformer
single-pole 

� epoxy resin-insulated, block design
� for indoor application
� partial discharge free at 

operating voltage
� type-approved according to IEC
� free choice of mounting position
� tropicalised
� maintenance-free

Voltage transformer
bipolar

� epoxy resin-insulated, block design
� for indoor application
� partial discharge free at 

operating voltage
� type-approved according to IEC
� free choice of mounting position
� tropicalised
� maintenance-free

Current transformer

� epoxy resin-insulated, block design
� for indoor application
� partial discharge free at 

operating voltage
� type-approved according to IEC
� free choice of mounting position
� tropicalised
� maintenance-free

1

Available with secondary for open delta
connection.
Appropriate resistances for ferro-resonance
damping available as accessories. 

[1]

Authorised for official calibration

[1, 2, 3]

Current transformer short-time current-
proof even for short-circuited secondary 
windings according to IEC

[3, 4, 5]

2 3

GD 12 - 36 GD2 12 - 36
AD 12 - 36



Current transformer
AKQ 12–36

n epoxy resin-insulated
n for indoor application with

 uninsulated conductor
n primary current up to 15’000 A
n partial discharge free at 

operating voltage
n type-approved according to IEC
n free choice of mounting position
n tropicalised
n maintenance-free

Current transformer
AKP 12–36

n epoxy resin-insulated 
n for indoor application
n partial discharge free at 

operating voltage
n type-approved according to IEC
n free choice of mounting position
n tropicalised
n maintenance-free

Current transformer with primary change -
over available 

[3]

The form of the primary conductor can 
be freely chosen as the conductor is 
connected to the high voltage coating
(screw P). 

[4]

4 5

Customer-specific designs for space-saving
and low-cost solutions in retrofit projects

[5]



PFIFFNER
Instrument Transformers Ltd
CH-5042 Hirschthal

Phone     +41 (0)62 739 28 28
Telefax    +41 (0)62 739 28 10
E-Mail     sales@pmw.ch
Internet  www.pmw.ch

PFIFFNER Instrument Transformers Ltd is the only instrument transfor -
mer manufacturer in Switzerland. This internationally successful, family-
owned company employs around 200 employees in its main facility.

PFIFFNER offers highest quality, maintenance-free, long-life products
and innovative solutions. With production facilities on three continents, 
we cater for the requirements of the particular locations and, in this way,
emphasise our customer proximity. Our business philosophy includes 
a clear commitment to Europe as a production location.

This is why our employees identify themselves with our products and
our customers. On the part of our customers, we enjoy their high 
esteem, loyalty and satisfaction. In this way, we stress the importance 
of our motto “true values”.

No CH 2175840

HIGH VOLTAGE

MEDIUM VOLTAGE

LOW VOLTAGE



PFIFFNER has been producing
 instrument transformers for more
than 80 years. The devices perform
their tasks in electric plant – day
and night, summer and winter. 
Our instrument transformers meet
the requirements of the interna-
tional customers and are designed
for a service life of 40 years.

PFIFFNER produces ring core current
transformers for every measurement
and protection application. Various
lines of products meet customer-
 specific requirements for both indoor
applications as well as those for out-
door operation.

Thanks to selected core materials and
proven designs, precise metering
classes are available for all transformer
models even for low primary currents.
The ring core current transformers can
be officially calibrated in our certified
 labora tories to meet customer
 requirements.

Ring core current transformers



Current transformer
JK
n slip-over for indoor application
n suitable for mounting on insulated

high-voltage cables
n high voltage insulation is provided

by the cable
n primary current up to 4’000 A
n large variety of geometrical 

configurations
n winding potted in polyurethane
n user-defined positioning

Current transformer
JKS-S
n split-core for indoor application
n suitable for mounting on insulated

high-voltage cables
n high voltage insulation is provided

by the cable
n primary current up to 2’000 A
n versions for various cable diameters
n casing made of polycarbonate, 

winding potted in polyurethane
n user-defined positioning

Current transformer
JK-G/JKS-G
n slip-over or split-core for outdoor

application
n suitable for mounting on insulated

high-voltage cables
n high voltage insulation is provided

by the cable
n primary current up to 2’000 A
n versions for various cable diameters
n aluminium case for protection

1

Suitable for billing measurements

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]

Can be installed in existing plant 
in a simple way during operation 

[2, 3]

Also available for protection classes with
transient specifications (TPX, TPY, TPZ)

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]

2 3



Current transformer
JKF
n slip-over for outdoor application
n suitable for mounting on cables or

bushings
n high voltage insulation is provided

by the cable or bushing
n primary current up to 4’000 A
n large variety of geometrical 

configurations
n winding potted in cycloaliphatic

epoxy resin
n user-defined positioning

Current transformer
AKA
n high-current application
n suitable for air-insulated generator

feeders
n high voltage insulation is provided

by the air-gap between primary 
conductor and current transformer

n primary current up to 50’000 A
n diameter appropriate to insulation

voltage
n winding potted in epoxy resin
n user-defined positioning

Current transformer
ALG
n high-current application
n suitable for mounting on high-

current bushings
n high voltage insulation is provided

by the bushing
n primary current up to 50’000 A
n user-defined positioning

Available as bushing current transformer
(Outdoor – outdoor, indoor – indoor, 
outdoor – indoor)

[1, 4]

Current transformer cascades for multiple
use of the high-current transformer core
saves space and costs.

[5, 6]

4 5 6

Magnetic influences caused by return 
conductors and neighbouring phases 
are taken into account

[5, 6]
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PFIFFNER Instrument Transformers Ltd is the only instrument transfor -
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owned company employs around 200 employees in its main facility.
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High voltage instrument 
transformers for Gas Insulated
Switchgear

PFIFFNER has been producing
 instrument transformers for more
than 80 years. The devices perform
their tasks in electric plant – day
and night, summer and winter. 
Our instrument transformers meet
the requirements of the interna-
tional customers and are designed
for a service life of 40 years.

Further, PFIFFNER offers appropriate
services such as automated offer calcu-
lation, training, end-user assistance
during acceptance as well as just-in-
time deliveries. The conditions defined
by the corresponding GIS plant con-
structor are adopted.



 Current transformer 
 single-phase
 JK GIS

n current transformer external to 
encapsulation for GIS plant

n indoor or outdoor installation
n primary current up to 5’000 A
n type-approved according to IEC,

IEEE and GOST
n free choice of mounting position
n maintenance-free

 Current transformer
 three-phase 
 JK GIS

n current transformer inside encapsu-
lation for GIS plant

n primary current up to 4’000 A
n type-approved according to IEC,

IEEE and GOST
n free choice of mounting position
n maintenance-free

1

Also available for protection classes with
transient requirements (TPX, TPY, TPZ)

[1, 2, 3]

Magnetic influences caused by return 
conductors and neighbouring phases 
are taken into account

[1, 2, 3]

Our dimensioning software turns the
 customer into an instrument transformer
specialist. As a result, the most time-
 consuming enquiries to the manu facturer
are no longer necessary.

[1, 2, 3]

2

 Current transformer
 JKO

n ring core current transformer 
inside or external to encapsulation 
for GIS plant

n primary current up to 5’000 A
n installation by customer
n free choice of mounting position
n maintenance-free

3



 Voltage transformer
 single-phase 
 EGK 245-420

n indoor or outdoor installation
n partial discharge <2pC at 

test voltage
n type-approved according to IEC,

IEEE and GOST
n free choice of mounting position
n gas loss <0.2% per annum
n maintenance-free

EMW: exceeds IEC standard

[4, 5]

 Voltage transformer
 three-phase  
 EGK-3 72-170

n indoor or outdoor installation
n partial discharge <2pC at 

test voltage
n type-approved according to IEC,

IEEE and GOST 
n free choice of mounting position
n gas loss <0.2% per annum
n maintenance-free

Low operating induction, material pro -
perties and optimised design of the core 
provide best protection against ferro-
resonance

[4, 5]

4 5

Variety of secondary windings and 
circuits available

[4, 5]
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High voltage instrument
 transformers for outdoor 
operation

PFIFFNER has been producing
 instrument transformers for more
than 80 years. The devices perform
their tasks in electric plant – day
and night, summer and winter. 
Our instrument transformers meet
the requirements of the interna-
tional customers and are designed
for a service life of 40 years.

PFIFFNER instrument transformers 
for outdoor operation are available for
voltages ranging from 24 to 550kV
and use the latest technology. The
inner insulation is provided by high-
quality paper/oil or insulating gas
(SF6). The standard composite insula-
tors have a creepage distance of at
least 25mm/kV. Porcelain insulators are
also available on request. The current
transformers can be delivered with pri-
mary reconnection or secondary taps.

PFIFFNER transformers are free from
partial discharges at operating voltage
and guarantee long-term and safe
 operation.



 Current transformer 
 JOF 24T–123T

n tank design, oil-paper insulated
n robust, earthquake-proof design

with low-lying centre of gravity
n explosion-proof housing
n hermetically sealed with highly 

flexible, temperature resistant
 membrane made of fluoro-elastomer
(Viton®)

n maintenance-free

 Current transformer
 
 JOF 72–245
 JOF 245G–550G

n head design, oil-paper insulated
n explosion-proof housing
n hermetically sealed with metallic 

bellows in stainless steel
n maintenance-free

 Combined 
 
 transformer
 EJOF 24–170

n oil-paper insulated, current 
transformer in head design, 
voltage transformer in tank design

n outstanding ferro-resonance 
characteristics

n explosion-proof housing
n hermetically sealed with metallic 

bellows in stainless steel
n maintenance-free

1

Clearly designed and easily understandable
primary reconnection:
– Changeover with just one link
– Only on one side of the transformer head
– Without mechanical movement of 

the primary conductor
– Internal primary windings, short-circuit

tested, no environmental impact 

[2, 3]

Easily understandable, easily readable 
oil-expansion indicator

Simple, robust display mechanism

[2, 3, 4]

Generously-designed terminal box allows
simple and safe connection

Watertight according to IP54, 
cover opens sideways (fixed on one side)

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]

32



 Voltage transformer
 EOF 24–245

n oil-paper insulated
n outstanding ferro-resonance 

characteristics
n explosion-proof housing
n hermetically sealed with highly 

flexible, temperature resistant
 membrane made of fluoro-elastomer
(Viton®) (up to EOF 72)

n hermetically sealed with metallic 
bellows in stainless steel 
(from EOF 123)

n maintenance-free

 Voltage transformer
 EGF 245–550

n SF6-insulated 
n outstanding ferro-resonance 

characteristics
n low SF6 pressure allows use down 

to -50°C
n explosion-proof design 

(composite insulator, blow-out disc)
n maintenance-free

 Voltage transformer
 ECF 72–550

n capacitive voltage transformer
n damper unit prevents ferro -

resonance oscillations 
n over-voltage limiter protects secon-

dary installations against transients
n capacitor unit consists of mixed

 dielectrics
n hermetically sealed
n explosion-proof housing
n electromagnetic measurement 

unit with oil-paper insulation, 
hermetically sealed

n maintenance-free

Precision-designed bushing for uniform 
voltage distribution and prevention 
of partial discharges along the insulator 

[2, 3, 4]

Best protection against relaxation oscilla-
tion thanks to low operating induction and
optimised design of the core

[3, 4, 5]

4 5 6

Silicone composite insulators for highest
safety levels 

Outstanding behaviour even in extreme
rain tests (The composite insulator on the
right-hand side of the illustration shows
hardly any discharge effects)

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
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Contact us

Tel.: +351-7273466

Fax: +351-7272386

Email: info@sana-isatis.com

Address: No. 964, Kaaj Blvd, Yazd 
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